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Here we demonstrate a new hyphenated Xeray method, qDXAeXRF, for the simultaneous determination
of moisturee, ash content and heating value (as received) of biofuels. The method is based on the
combination of X-ray transmission imaging and Xeray ﬂuorescence spectroscopy.
The method performance is demonstrated using three biofuel assortments; logging residues, roundwood chips and sawdust, on approximately 3 L samples (~500e1500 g) with a total analysis time of one
minute per sample.
Mean absolute errors for the logging residues, roundwood chips and sawdust determinations
respectively were; for moisture content MAE ¼ 0.034, 0.026, 0.011 (wet basis mass fraction), for ash
content MAE ¼ 0.0015, 0.0015, 0.0049 (dry basis mass fraction), and for heating value (as received)
MAE ¼ 0.55, 0.44, 0.17 MJ kg1.
Furthermore, for the assortment logging residues, the qDXAeXRF determination of heating value
decreases the measurement uncertainty from MAE ¼ 1.53 to 0.55 MJ kg1 (~60% decrease) compared
with traditional oven moisture/equation method.
© 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction
Knowledge about the intrinsic properties of biofuels are
important because biofuels are increasingly used as fuel for district
heat and power generation. Knowing the energy content of biofuels
is of great importance both for the trade of the material but also for
optimizing the heategeneration processes. The energy content of
biofuel is dependent on three factors; 1) the intrinsic energy content of the dry organic components, 2) the moisture content, and 3)
the ash content.
Today the determination of energy content, expressed as heating value, can be made using either of two methods; i) by determining the heating value of a dried material using calorimetry and
then correct for moisture content (and ash content) or, ii) using a
tabulated heating value which is corrected for moisture content
(and also possibly corrected for ash content).
The major drawback of both methods is that the sample must be

Abbreviations: MAE, mean absolute error; qDXAeXRF, quantitative dual energy
Xeray absorptiometrydXeray ﬂuorescence spectrometry.
* Corresponding author.
E-mail addresses: ralf.torgrip@mantex.se (R.J.O. Torgrip), victor.fernandez@
ndezeCano).
mantex.se (V. Ferna

driedda process that can take more than 24 h. When also
considering the heterogeneity of the biofuels, to estimate the
heating/energy value for a shipment (e.g. boat, train or truck load),
the combined problem of excessive sampling requirements and
time to analyze makes the task of characterizing industrial ﬂows of
biofuels challenging, at least in a suitable time frame.
The biofuel moisture content analysisetime problem has previously been addressed with e.g. the following techniques; near
infrared and UV spectroscopy (NIR & UV) [1,2], microwaves [3],
infrared spectroscopy (IR) [4], loweﬁeld magnetic resonance
(LFNMR) [5,6]. It should be noted that moisture content determination can also be made using freezeedrying and xylene distillation [7]. A review of moisture measurement in woodchips can be
€ m et al. 2004 [8].
found in Nystro
This study concerns the characterization of different assortments of solid woodebased biofuels using a fusion of two different
Xeray technologies.
Here we have investigated different biofuels with the hypothesis
that different intrinsic quality aspects of biofuel viz. moisture
content (MC), ash content (AC) and heating value (HV) can be
noneinvasively and rapidly estimated with a combination of Xeray
based techniquesdimaging quantitative dual energy Xeray absorptiometry (qDXA) and Xeray ﬂuorescence (XRF) analysis. The
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generated X-ray data are processed with multivariate image analysis (MIA), image feature extraction and data fusionda combination not previously reported for these applications. The qDXAeXRF
combination has some attractive features compared with other
nonedestructive measurement technologies, the most prominent
being; speed, ruggedness, insensitivity to sample aggregation state,
large measurement volume and possibility for oneline
implementation.
Previously, qDXA has been used to quantify the moisture content of clean woodchips [9,10], body composition i.e. fat/lean/bone
[11,12] and fat content of meat [13e15].
XRF has previously been used to characterize ashes, the majority
of the studies aimed at elemental composition not quantifying total
amount ash [16e18].
In this study, biofuel samples were collected at different boiler
operators in a campaign over approximately 6 months covering
three different assortments viz. logging residue (GROT), roundwood
chips and sawdust at a sampling frequency reﬂecting the frequency
at which the fuel occurs at the selected boiler operators. One
challenging aspect of the sample collection was to cover the variations of the selected assortments as good as possible given the
natural variation and the subeoptimal sampling scheme that was
possible to perform.
The qDXAeXRF measurements were performed using a laboratory prototype biofuel analyzer (PBA) [19]. In the PBA a 3 L biofuel
sample is moved in front of an Xeray fanebeam, sequentially
operated at two different peak voltages, whilst recording the
transmitted portion of the Xerays in an arrayedetector (qDXA),
resulting in two images. Concurrently the analyzer also records the
emitted ﬂuorescent Xerays (XRF) resulting in two additional XRF
spectra of the sample.
It is shown that reliable determination of the heating value of
GROT, roundwood woodchips and sawdust can be made using the
suggested combination of qDXA and XRF. The qDXA-XRF combination realizes the high throughput capabilities of absorption
measurements with the multi element capabilities of ﬂuorescence
measurements. This combines into a system which can estimate
the carbon/oxygene and the ash content of the sample resulting in
a fast and accurate moisturee, ash content and heating value
determination.

2. Theory/calculation
2.1. Theory e Quantitative dual energy Xeray absorptiometry
(qDXA)
qDXAetheory can, brieﬂy, be summarized as the measurement
of the number of Xeray photons that pass through a sample.
Moreover, the sample is irradiated with Xeray photons of at least
two different mean energies. The difference between the material
attenuation characteristics at the two energies, photoelectric
attenuation and Compton interaction, makes it possible to measure
latent properties in the sample at an atomic level i.e. functions of
electron density and mass density [20]. Moreover, in the PBA
application, the transmitted photons are detected with a multiepixel lineedetector as the sample is traversed in front of the detector resulting in two transmission Xeray images at different
energies, see Fig. 1.
A mathematical model for how Xerays interact with matter is
the welleknown BeereLambert relation:

I ¼ I0 $euðE;MÞ$d$CM
where I is the number of photons that pass through the sample and
are quantiﬁed by the detector and I0 is the number of photons
emitted from the Xeray source prior to interaction with the sample.
d is the distance the Xeray beam interacts with the sample
(thickness) and uðE; MÞ is the Xeray energye and material
dependent attenuation constant(s). Finally, CM is the abundance of
material M in the sample. DXA is also known as dual energy X-ray
transmission imaging (DE-XRT).
2.2. Theory e Xeray ﬂuorescence (XRF)
XRF theory can, brieﬂy, be summarized as the simultaneous
measurement of the abundance and energy of the ﬂuorescent
photons that are emitted by atoms when irradiated with Xerays.
The ﬂuorescent photons are formed when an Xeray photon knocks
out an electron in the electron shell of the irradiated atoms. When
the atom ﬁlls the electron vacancy with a new electron the electron
emits a photondthe atom ﬂuoresces. Emitted photons have energies which exhibit a unique and characteristic pattern for each
chemical element so the spectral peaks in XRF constitute “ﬁngerprints” of each and all of the atoms in the periodic table, see Fig. 2.
The concentration of an element is proportional to the area under
its corresponding peak(s) resulting in that XRF can both quantify
and identify the different elements in a sample. Notable is that XRF
is the result of photon interactions with the electrons in the nuclei,
XRF does not reveal any information about atomic bonds or atomic
surroundingsdtherefore both XRF and qDXA are insensitive to the
temperature and aggregation state of the sample.
2.3. Calculations e Development of calibration models
To calibrate the PBA we adopted the hypothesis that each
assortment should have separate calibration models for MC, HV
and AC. This is notable since the model for heating value in the PBA
is directly calibrated with the caloriﬁc value calculated from calorimetry/oven moisture content values. The heating value is not
calculated using a tabulated heating value for wood and corrected
with the moisture (and possibly ash) content as is common
practice.
Furthermore, some additional calibration problems arise since
the qDXA data comes arranged as numbers in two 2D matrices
(images) and the XRF comprise two vectors of numbers (spectra).
These native numerical representations are not suitable for direct
modeling using standard models so some kind of feature extraction
must be employed. Also, each model could make use of the
collected data in different ways i.e. different feature extraction,
ecombination, efusion schemes and (MIA) image analysis steps
could be possible [21e23]. This dataecombinatorial modeling issue
makes for an open ended approach to the development of calibration models.
To further complicate the combinatorial aspect of conditioning
and arranging the measured data we also have to address the issues
of i) selection of suitable calibration samples, ii) the selection of
suitable variables to use in the calibration model and, iii) how to
ascertain robust calibration models i.e. calibration models which
are relatively insensitive to measurement noise and overﬁtting.
Notable, in this context, is that there is no “golden method” to
adopt for the above mention problems and issues, but a plethora of
existing techniques to explore. For issue i) there are e.g. variance
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Fig. 1. Loweenergy transmission image of a woodchips sample. Blue color indicates higher photon attenuation. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 2. XRF spectra of woodchips collected at high (green) and low (blue) DXA energy. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article.)
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maximizing techniques [24] and cluster analysis techniques [25].
For issue ii) there exists different variable selection techniques
[26,27] comprising e.g. forwarde, backward selection, genetice,
annealinge and shrinkage type of algorithms. Likewise, for issue iii)
there exists e.g. latent variable techniques [28,29], Lasso [30,31],
ridge regression [32] and Tikhonov [33] variants of data modeling
all with the aim of keeping the numerical size of the resulting
predictor to a minimum.
Summing the issues above, this constitutes a massive combinatorial task. To mitigate this problem and still ensure that the
results are not subeoptimal we have used fast search techniques
[34,35] with the aim of trying to cover the possible search space in
an efﬁcient manor thus resulting in parsimonious linear models
with acceptable noise sensitivity.

2.4. Calculations e Measurement uncertainty metrics
In order to measure the performance of quantifying methods,
different descriptive metrics have been proposed. Here we deﬁne
some that are commonly used in this context and later apply them
on the results of the PBA measurements.
Let Yi be the MC, AC or HV of the i:th sample measured with the
b is the by the PBA predicted value of the
reference method, then Y
i
b be the sample methods deviation.
same sample. Let Di ¼ Yi  Y
i
From this we now can estimate the mean absolute error (MAE) of all
the combined uncertainties of both the reference method and the
DXA/XRF method as:

MAE ¼

1 X
jDi j
N i

i.e. the mean of the sum of absolute deviations and N is the number
of samples.
The Root Mean Square Error of Prediction (RMSEP) is related to
the MAE as:

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ 1
RMSEP ¼ MAE$
2=p
¼

sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
P 2
D
N

CV, the coefﬁcient of variation, is deﬁned as:

CV ¼

stdðYÞ
meanðYÞ

CV is used to estimate reproducibility and repeatability, i.e. the
precision of a measurement.
The D is the mean of the deviation between methods:

D ¼ meanðDÞ
D estimates the expected value of the method differences i.e. any
systematic offset between methods.
The STDLR is the standard deviation of the differences between
the predictions of the same sample turned 180 in the qDXAeXRF
analyzing beam. STDLR estimates how the (intra) sample inhomogeneity affects the measurement uncertainty.
The model capacity (ratio error range) [36,37], RER, is deﬁned as:

RER ¼

maxðYÞ  minðYÞ
RMSEP

which estimates the relation between the measurement range and
measurement uncertainty. The model capacity is interpreted as:
13<RER<20 ¼ Fair, 21<RER<30 ¼ Good, 31<RER<40 ¼ Very good.
Lastly we have the STD10 which is the standard deviation of the
predictions of one random sample from each assortment analyzed
ten times without repositioning i.e. a measure of repeatability.
2.5. Calculations e Estimation of uncertainties contributions
Following classical Analysis of Variance (ANOVA), we consider
an additive decomposition of the prediction variance [38,39] with
terms Vi that can be associated with various sources. Symbolically,
we write V(D) ¼ V1 þ V2 þ V3 þ … This model is valid under mild
conditions viz. statistically independent variances.
Given the variances of the repeatability, left/right measurements and overall uncertainties we can estimate the contribution
of different interferences to the overall measurement uncertainty.
We use the following variance model:

s2T ¼ s2lab þ s2se þ s2r
where s2lab is the variance associated with the reference lab uncertainty and other, unidentiﬁed, variance sources. The s2se is estimating the intra sample variance and s2r estimates the repeatability
variance.
Table 1 exempliﬁes and elaborates the variance contributions
reﬂecting different uncertainties.
The variance contribution from the lab reference measurement
(and other variances not otherwise accounted for) can be expressed
as:

s2lab ¼ s2T  s2se  s2r ¼ STDa 2  STDLR 2  STD10 2

3. Material and methods
3.1. Material e Collection of samples
Three assortments of biofuels were collected in Sweden at For€rtan
tumeBrista (430GWh electricity, 1260GWh heat), FortumeVa
€derenergi (1900GWh)
(750GWh electricity, 1700GWh heat) and So
energy plants during October 2015eApril 2016.
The experimental design used for the collection of samples was
to randomly sample the different assortments viz. GROT, roundwood woodchips and sawdust, at arrival (truck, train or boat) at the
boiler operator site where approximately 10e15 L of master sample(s) was collected into plastic bags. The number of master samples collected was dependent on the shipment size and are listed in
Table 2. The master samples were thoroughly mixed and further
downesampled into 3 L polyethylene measurement containers
(170$145$140 mm (W$D$H)), see Fig. 3. The bulk of the sampling
and downesampling at the sites was performed by 9 different
operators.
One of the collected measurement containers was placed in the
measuring compartment of the PBA where qDXAeXRF measurements were recorded and then the sample was saved for further
reference analysis of MC, HV and AC in 18  C freezers. The samples
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Table 1
Variance components and -contribution for the MC determination of GROT.
Variance source
Variance from repeatability
Variance from sample
Reference lab and other
Total variance
*

s2r
s2se
s2lab
s2T

Estimated by

Variance
103

Variance contribution [%]

s2r ¼ STD10 2

0.06

3.3

s2se ¼ STDLR 2

0.53

29.1

s2lab

1.23*

67.6*

s2T ¼ s2Lab þ s2se þ s2r ¼ STDa 2

1.82

100

¼ estimated by difference.

Fig. 3. Leftmost; GROT, middle; Round woodchips, right; Sawdust. Typical samples from assortments in 3-L standard measurement containers.

were then, intra assortment, designated into calibration and validation samplesdat a 5 to 2 ratio.
Notable is that approximately 55% of the measurement containers volume is irradiated (analyzed) with the Xeray beam and
hence measured by the qDXA. This constitutes a sampling
discrepancy since not all of the sample that is subjected to reference analysis is measured by the qDXAeXRF. To explore this
discrepancy we turned the sample 180 and reeanalyzed the
sample, resulting in lefteright measurements of each sample. This
in turn results in that with both sides analyzed, a volume of
approximately 70% of the sample in the container has been
measured. The bulk of the PBA measurements was made by either
the authors or lab-personnel.

3.2. Methods e Prototype biofuel analyzer
qDXA data collection was performed by irradiating the samples
with one Xeray source (Magnatek, MBG120 4, 60 fanbeam)
operating with two consecutive sweeps of the sample at 40 and
90 kV and with a ﬁlament current of 1.4 mA and 0.3 mA respectively. The transmitted photons were detected and recorded with a
lineedetector (SensTech, LINX2101-3) equipped with 128 detector
pixels (each having a length of 1.6 mm). The detector pixel array
was equipped with Gadox (Gadolinium oxysulﬁde) scintillators.
The photon integration time was 32 ms.
Xeray ﬂuorescence spectral measurements were acquired
concurrently with the qDXA irradiation. The XRF detector (SGX
Sensortech, Sirius SD XRF) was positioned approximately 10 mm
from the sample container, at an angle approximately 45 to the
primary qDXA Xeray beam. XRF spectra were integrated during
2$30 s and the XRF detector used a pulse integration time of 0.1 ms.

3.3. Methods e Reference measurements
3.3.1. Moisture content
The mass fraction of water (wet basis) determination was performed in accordance with ISO 18134e2:2015 [40] i.e. drying the
whole 3 L samples in temperature controlled ovens at 105  C until
constant weight (mass change not exceeding 0.02 mass fraction for
at least 1 h). The mass fraction of water was then estimated as:

MC ¼

mH2 O mw  md
¼
mw
mw

where mw is the wet mass of the sample and md is the dry mass of
the sample.

3.3.2. Milling and homogenization
Prior to AC and HV determination the 3 L dried sample from the
MC determination was milled in a Wiley No.3 mill equipped with a
1 mm mesh. The resulting ground material was then transferred to
plastic bags and sealed. The bag contents were then mixed by
turning the plastic bag at least 20 times so that the ground material
was thoroughly homogenized.

3.3.3. Ash content
The mass fraction of ash was determined by weighing the mass
of the residue remaining after approximately 2$103 kg of the dried
and ground material was heated in air under controlled conditions
at a minimum time of 120 min at 550  C (in accordance with (ISO
18122:2015 [41]). The mass of the sample prior to ashing was
corrected for the mass fraction of water of the dried and ground
sample (MCi) (see determination of heating value)
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AC ¼

mpr  mpo
¼
mpr


1

mpo
mpr $ð1  MCi Þ



3.5. Methods e Prototype calibration

where, mpr was the weight of the i:th sample before ashing, mpo
was the weight of the i:th sample post ashing. MCi is the moisture
content of the material before ashing. The ash content results are
based on duplicate sampling and determinations.

3.4. Methods e Determination of heating value
3.4.1. Moisture correction method
Since it is both tedious and costly to perform calorimetry on
samples at any but the most necessary frequency the solution for
estimating the heating value for moist biofuels has been that of
correcting a ﬁxed heating value for dry woody matter with the
moisture content according to:


HV ¼



MCT
$ð1  MCT ÞMJ kg1
W  2:433$
1  MCT

(1)

where the dry heating value, W, is the tabulated 19.1 MJ kg1 [42]
(at 0.06 mass fraction of hydrogen and 0.02 mass fraction ash
(dry basis)) and 2.433 MJ kg1 is the enthalpy of vaporization for
water at 25  C and MCt is the moisture content of the green sample.
A drawback with this method is that the ﬁxed heating value of dry
wood not necessarily corresponds to that of the actual sample,
deviations of 20% are not uncommon.

3.4.2. Calorimeter method
The gross caloriﬁc value at constant volume (higher heating
value (GCV, HHV)) of the material was determined using a bomb
calorimeter (Parr 6200 isoperibol calorimeter) according to SS-EN
14918:2010 [43] using the following procedure: Approximately
1.5$103 kg of dried and ground sample was pressed into a pellet at
appx. 120 kPa pressure. The pellet was placed in the calorimeter
bomb at 3 MPa oxygen overepressure together with 1 mL of
distilled water and ignited whereby the temperature rise was
recorded.
The calorimeter bombs were heat capacity calibrated every 40
measurements using benzoic acid standards. Concurrently to when
the bomb calorimeter sample was prepared a second sample of
approximately 1.2$103 kg of the dried and ground sample was
subjected to moisture content analysis using a halogenemoisture
analyzer (VWR MB160) to correct for any moisture uptake (MCi) of
the ground sample during time between grinding and calorimetry.
The calorimeter values were corrected for atmospheric N2 and the
caloriﬁc value of the fuse.
The net caloriﬁc value at constant pressure corrected for water
content (caloriﬁc value as received), HV (lower heating value (NCV,
LHV)), was calculated using Eq. (2) [42,43]:


HV ¼

The calibration/validation samples for moisture content, ash
content and heating value were developed using a 3 to 1 (model/
validation) ratio. The samples were furthermore scanned both left
and right side i.e. turned 180 and repositioned in the PBA and
scanned again. This doubles the amount of measured data but not
true sample uniqueness. Each sample now has a pair of qDXAeXRF
measurements. If a sample was selected for calibration one of the
left/right measurements was used for calibration and the other for
validation. The model, validation and all samples are designated
subscript m, v and a respectively. The left/right samples are later
used to assess the sampling reproducibility (see STDLR in Table 3)
and its contribution to the overall measurement uncertainty, see
paragraph 4.5.
The typical algorithmical (see paragraph 2.3) workﬂow
employed was; 1) combinations of different feature extraction
methods combining qDXA and XRF data to vectors, 2) hybrid linear
modeling with hyper parameter estimation and simultaneous object and variable selection, 3) model uncertainty estimation using
validation data, 4) selection of new combinations.

4. Results
In this section we illustrate the performance of the qDXAeXRF
method by, i) plotting the qDXAeXRF results and the laboratory
reference values against each other. If a point falls on the line of
correspondence the qDXA-XRF result and the laboratory reference
value are exactly corresponding to each other, ii) plotting a histogram of the deviations between the qDXA-XRF measurement and
the laboratory reference value. The histogram reveals the nature of
the distribution of the deviations and indicates if there is any bias
between the measurements. The results are illustrated in Figs. 4e10.

4.1. Results e Assortment GROT
4.1.1. Moisture content


CVV
 1:323 $ð1  MCT Þ  ð2:443$MCT ÞMJ kg1
1  MCi
(2)

where CVV is the (constant volume) caloriﬁc value from the bomb
calorimeter and MCi is the moisture content of the calorimeter
sample (mass fraction wet basis). 2.433 MJ kg1 is the enthalpy of
vaporization for water at 25  C and the 1.323 MJ kg1 is the energy
of the hydrogen in moisture free wood (at a hydrogen mass fraction
of 0.06). All calorimeter results are based on duplicate sampling and
analysis.

Fig. 4. Moisture Content calibration, MAEv ¼ 0.034 [mass fraction], Left panel, x-axis:
measured by reference method, y-axis: predicted by PBA. Right panel: histograms of
difference between laboratory value and PBA for all samples.
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4.2. Results e Assortment roundwood chips
4.2.1. Moisture content

Fig. 5. Heating Value calibration, MAEv ¼ 0.55 [MJ kg1 EV], Left panel, x-axis:
measured by reference method, y-axis: predicted by PBA. Right panel: histograms of
difference between laboratory value and PBA for all samples.

Fig. 7. Moisture Content calibration, MAEv ¼ 0.026 [mass fraction], Left panel, x-axis:
measured by reference method, y-axis: predicted by PBA. Right panel: histograms of
difference between laboratory value and PBA for all samples.

4.1.3. Ash content

4.2.2. Heating value

Fig. 6. Ash Content calibration, MAEv ¼ 0.0015 [mass fraction], Left panel, x-axis:
measured by reference method, y-axis: predicted by PBA. Right panel: histograms of
difference between laboratory value and PBA for all samples.

Fig. 8. Heating Value calibration, MAEv ¼ 0.44 [MJ kg1 EV], Left panel, x-axis:
measured by reference method, y-axis: predicted by PBA. Right panel: histograms of
difference between laboratory value and PBA for all samples.
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4.2.3. Ash content
Since the mass fraction of ash below 0.012 for all the collected
roundwood chip samples making the range of the ash content too
low to model we use the calibration from the assortment GROT to
estimate the mass fraction of ash. The result and unceartainty
metrics can be found in Tables 2 and 3.

4.3.3. Ash content
Since the mass fraction of ash is below 0.01 for all the collected
sawdust samples we again use the calibration from the assortment
GROT to estimate the mass fraction of ash. The result and measurement unceartainty metrics can be found in Tables 2 and 3

4.4. Results e Descriptive measurement metrics
4.3. Results e Assortment sawdust
4.3.1. Moisture content

Computing the descriptive metrics in paragraph 2.4 for the
measurements results in the following two tables. Table 2 collates
the magnitude of uncertainty when measuring on the different
assortments. Table 3 reﬂects model goodness criteria and variance
analysis.
Table 2
Uncertainty metrics for the calibration of different assortments.
Assortment

Nmod/val

Measurand

MAEm

MAEv

MAEa

GROTa

108/83
113/84
121/81

MCb
HVc
ACb

0.030
0.45
0.0014

0.034
0.55
0.0015

0.032
0.51
0.0015

RW Chips

113/87
43/35
121*/70

MC
HV
AC*

0.028
0.53
0.0014*

0.026
0.44
0.0015

0.027
0.48
0.0015

Sawdust

28/18
11/7
121*/18

MC
HV
AC*

0.009
0.12
0.0014*

0.011
0.17
0.0049

0.010
0.15
0.0049

Note that the number of samples now refer to the number of measurements i.e. also
the right-left replicas. Nmod is the number of samples in the calibration model. Nval is
the number of samples used for validation of model performance.
a
The GROT assortment also contains the Roundwood chips samples.
* ¼ calibration model from assortment GROT.
b
[mass fraction].
c
[MJ$kg1].
Fig. 9. Moisture Content calibration, MAEv ¼ 0.011 [mass fraction], Left panel, x-axis:
measured by reference method, y-axis: predicted by PBA. Right panel: histograms of
difference between laboratory value and PBA for all samples.

Table 3
Uncertainty metrics for the calibration of different assortments.
Assortment

4.3.2. Heating value

a

CV [%]

D

STDLR

RER

STD10

GROT

MC
HVb
ACa

29.10
20.43
54.93

0.0070
0.042
3.42E-5

0.023
0.12
6.5E-4

14.92
16.56
25.28

0.008
0.06
1.4E-4

RW Chips

MC
HV
AC*

32.53
23.18
18.92

0.002
0.017
3.5E-4

0.035
0.21
5.1E-4

16.20
17.59
35.41

0.014
0.06
3.0E-4

Sawdust

MC
HV
AC*

9.23
12.45
50.06

0.0030
0.005
0.005

0.003
0.05
2.0E-4

13.76
16.30
12.37

0.001
0.01
1.3E-4

All samples are used in the calculations except for STD10 which is a separate
replicate measurement of one of the samples (N ¼ 10). * ¼ ash calibration from
assortment GROT.
a
[mass fraction].
b
[MJ$kg1].

4.5. Results e Heating value

Fig. 10. Heating Value calibration, MAEv ¼ 0.17 [MJ kg1 EV], Left panel, x-axis:
measured by reference method, y-axis: predicted by PBA. Right panel: histograms of
difference between laboratory value and PBA for all samples.

Now we can compare four different ways to estimate the
heating value of the sample i) using oven MC and Eq. (1) (see
paragraph 3.4.1) which takes at least 24 h, ii) using PBA predicted
MC and Eq. (1), iii) direct PBA prediction of HV (the latter two takes
approximately 1 min), and ﬁnally, iiii) using oven moisture content
and calorimetry (see paragraph 3.4.2) and Eq. (2)dthe golden
standard. Below we compare the three ﬁrst methods with the
golden standard for the estimation of the heating value of the
assortment GROT since we expect this assortment to be the most
difﬁcult to model and measure due to its complexity. (see Figs. 11
and 12)

Fig. 11. Heating Value estimation using oven MC and equation (1), MAE ¼ 1.53 [MJ kg1 EV], Left panel: y-axis: EV by oven MC and Eq. (1), x-axis EV by calorimeter and oven MC and
Eq. (2). Right panel: histogram of difference between methods.

Fig. 12. Value estimation using PBA MC and Eq. (1), MAE ¼ 1.30 [MJ kg1 EV], Left panel: y-axis: EV by PBA MC and Eq. (1), x-axis EV by calorimeter and oven MC and Eq. (2). Right
panel: histogram of difference between methods.
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The direct prediction of EV (i.e. method iii) can be seen in Fig. 5
where MAE ¼ 0.55 MJ kg1.

4.6. Results e Variance contribution
It is now possible to analyze the origin of the uncertainties that
make up the difference between the measurement and the corresponding laboratory reference measurement. By using the suggested variance analysis in paragraph 2.5 we can estimate the
different contributions. Using the variances from Tables 2 and 3 we
can e.g. calculate the contribution of the uncertainty of the reference measurement for the MC determination of GROT as:


s2lab ¼

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ 1 2
0:034$
2=p
 0:0232  0:0082

¼ ½1:82  0:53  0:06$103 ¼ 1:23$103
The variance source contributions for all measurands are shown
in Table 4

measurement and other sources are the dominating variance
sources for all the assortments and measurands. We can also see
that the contribution from sampling seems to increase with
increasing complexity of the samples i.e. GROT is the most complex
assortment and hence the difference between right and left side
scans is greater for GROT than for roundwood chips than for
sawdust.
Unfortunately, the sample strata is not big enough for optimization of the calibration models for ash content for the assortments
sawdust and roundwood chips so the uncertainty estimations are
not assumed to be accurate estimations of the expected method
performance for these assortments when properly calibrated.
Overall we expect that the qDXAeXRF method can be further
improved since this is the ﬁrst time this method has been used to
quantify parameters of biofuels and we are aware of that several
subesystems in the measurement chain are subeoptimal.
Other assortments such as clean woodchips, bark, wood residues were not considered in this study, nor is chip size, but these
parameters will be addressed in a near future. We do not, however,
expect any major performance deviation for MC, HV and AC from

Table 4
Variance source contribution for qDXA-XRF measurements of GROT, roundwood chips and sawdust.
Variance contribution [%]

GROT

Measurand

MC

HV

AC

Roundwood Chips
MC

HV

AC

MC

HV

AC

Contribution from repeatability
Contribution from sample
Contribution from reference lab and other

3.3
29.1
67.6

0.9
76.8
22.4

0.3
10.2
89.5

2.5
12.8
84.8

1.0
12.2
86.8

2.5
7.1
90.4

1.0
6.4
92.6

0.3
7.1
92.6

0.0
0.1
99.9

5. Discussion
An interesting, but not surprising, ﬁnding is that the measurement uncertainty seems to be correlated with the sample
complexity i.e. the measurement uncertainty increases in the series
from sawdust, roundwood chips to GROT. This ﬁnding can be used
when estimating uncertainty bounds on the measurements.
Furthermore, the qDXAeXRF method has a small systematic error
(D) which is important for trading since any measurement errors
will even out over time.
The proposed qDXAeXRF method estimates the heating value as
received more accurately than the commonly used oven þ Eq. (1)
method. The qDXAeXRF determination of heating value decreases the measurement uncertainty from MAE ¼ 1.53 (Fig. 11) to
0.55 MJ kg1 (From Table 2, a ~60% decrease).
Furthermore, the estimation of moisturee, ash content and
heating value is performed in one minute compared with at least
24 h for ovenemoisture, calorimetry and ashing. The proposed
qDXAeXRF method differs from other existing methods by that of
being directly calibrated with heating value as received i.e. the
method is not estimating heating value solely via the moisture
content and Eq. (1). The reason for this better performance is presumably that the qDXAeXRF is capable of estimating the carbon/
oxygen content/ratio of the measured material and is hence capable
of a better estimate of the intrinsic heating value of the material
than the ﬁxed 19.1 MJ kg1 used in Eq. (1).
It is shown that, for this data, the major sources of measurement
uncertainty are the complexity of the samples and the subesampling done when measuring, not the qDXAeXRF measurement system. The sample measured by the instrument is only
partially the same sample that is characterized by the reference
method. This is veriﬁed from the variance analysis where the
contributions from sampling and the contribution from reference

Sawdust

what we have shown in this work since GROT is a very complex
biofueldother assortments can be viewed as less complex subepopulations of GROT and therefore it should be possible to characterize them using qDXAeXRF.
As a future outlook we indicate the possibility of using the
qDXAeXRF method as an oneline method where realetime measurements on conveyor belts or other realetime sample presentation systems are possible since the qDXA and XRF methods are
already implemented for conveyerebelt analysis. Oneline qDXA
systems can also be used to ﬁnd/track foreign objects analogously
with an Xeray baggage scanner. Other sensors can, of course, also
be incorporated in the system/data measurement chain such as
RGB and imaging UV and (N)IR cameras.

6. Conclusions
It is shown that it is possible to measure moisture-, ash content
and heating value in one minute on 3 L samples using the proposed
prototype hyphenated Xeray method; qDXAeXRF. The method
yields better results for the measurement of heating value than the
commonly employed correction of tabulated heating value with
moisture content. The main sources of method variance (uncertainty) is the complexity of the material not instrumental repeatability. The qDXAeXRF method has small systematic errors.
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